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Abstract— State-of-the-art System-on-Chip (SoC) consists of hundreds
of processing elements, while trends in design of the next generation of

SoC point to integration of thousand of processing elements, requiring

high performance interconnect for high throughput communications.

Optical on-chip interconnects are currently considered as one of the
most promising paradigms for the design of such next generation Multi-

Processors System on Chip (MPSoC). They enable significantly increased

bandwidth, increased immunity to electromagnetic noise, decreased
latency, and decreased power. Therefore, defining new architectures

taking advantage of optical interconnects represents today a key issue for

MPSoC designers. Moreover, new design methodologies, considering the

design constraints specific to these architectures are mandatory. In this
paper, we present a contention-free new architecture based on optical

network on chip, called Optical Ring Network-on-Chip (ORNoC). We

also show that our network scales well with both large 2D and 3D
architectures. For the efficient design, we propose automatic wavelength-

/waveguide assignment and demonstrate that the proposed architecture

is capable of connecting 1296 nodes with only 102 waveguides and 64

wavelengths per waveguide.

I. INTRODUCTION

The latest edition of ITRS (International Technology Roadmap

for Semiconductors) [7] emphasizes ”More Than Moore’s Law”

trend. This trend focuses on system integration rather than transistor

density, allowing for both functional and technological diversification

in integrated systems. The functional diversification allows for non-

digital functionalities to migrate from the board level into chip-

level. This allows for integration of new technologies that enable

high performance, low power, high reliability, low cost, high design

productivity.

Moreover, technology scaling down to ultra deep submicron do-

main provides for billions of transistors which enable the integration

of hundreds of cores on a single chip. These cores, running at a high

clock frequency, create a need for high data bandwidth and increased

parallelism. Therefore, the role of interconnect becomes a dominant

factor in performance. Designing such systems using traditional

electrical interconnect poses a significant challenge: due to capacitive

and inductive coupling [6] interconnect noise and propagation delay

of global interconnect increase. Increase in propagation delay requires

global interconnect to be clocked at a very low rate, which puts

limits to achievable bandwidth and overall system performance. Some

attempts were made to solve this problem using different interconnect

architectures, such as using insertion of repeaters on interconnect [1]

or using pipelined global interconnect. However, use of pipelining
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leads to higher data transfer delays, due to the large number of

pipeline registers required, and to increase in power consumption,

both due to the number of additional registers and due to the

increased operating frequency. Therefore, a new on-chip interconnect

technology that can overcome the problems of electrical interconnect

is highly desirable.

Use of Optical Network-on-Chip (ONoC) promises to deliver

significantly increased bandwidth, increased immunity to electromag-

netic noise, decreased latency, and decreased power. Aside of physical

properties, use of wavelength routing and Wavelength Division Multi-

plexing (WDM) [18] contributes to the valuable properties of optical

interconnect. For traditional routing, a part of the message contains

the destination address, while for wavelength routing the chosen

wavelength determines the destination address, therefore enabling

low contention or even contention-free routing. WDM allows for

multiple signals to be transmitted simultaneously, facilitating higher

throughput. The current technology is mature enough to allow this

integration, thanks to CMOS-compatible optical components, such

as light sources [11], waveguides [12], modulators [15], [16], and

detectors [17], [19].

Defining new architectures taking advantage of optical intercon-

nects represents today a key issue for MPSoC designers. This

paradigm shift requires new methodologies for the efficient design.

The design methodologies have to take into account the new con-

straints specific to optical interconnect. For instance, the number of

waveguides and wavelengths used for a design is limited for feasi-

bility, variability, power consumption, area and cost considerations.

In this paper we propose a novel architecture, Optical Ring

Network-on-Chip (ORNoC). ORNoC is contention-free (no need for

arbitration) network with high throughput and low latency. In this

architecture, a wavelength is reused for multiple communications

on a single waveguide, to take into account the design constraints.

Consequently, fewer waveguides are required and the scalability is fa-

cilitated. Contributions of this paper are twofold: i) novel contention-

free architecture providing wavelength sharing and ii) methodology

for wavelength/waveguide assignment for efficient design.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related

work. Section III describes the proposed architecture and Section IV

presents use scenarios. Section V presents the wavelength/waveguide

assignment design methodology and Section VI presents the experi-

mental results. Section VII concludes the paper.



II. RELATED WORK

Several contributions address ONoC design exploiting both elec-

trical and optical NoC technologies. An approach using electrical

interconnects for control flow and optical interconnects for data flow

was proposed in [24]. The electrical signal precedes the optical one in

order to reserve the optical path. Therefore, optical communications

may be delayed until an optical path becomes free, resulting in con-

tention delay. Therefore, this type of network is not contention-free.

The same observation is made for the fat tree and the mesh ONoC

proposed in [5], [4]. In [22], [10], electrical interconnects manage

local communication while an optical interconnect is responsible

for global communications. However, such Single-Write-Multiple-

Read (SWMR) implementation implies that each wavelength flowing

through the ONoC must be assigned to a given optical network inter-

face, avoiding parallel communications through the same wavelength.

Such technique drastically affects the ONoC scalability. Because

we use WDM and reuse wavelengths to realize more than one

communication on the same waveguide at the same time, ORNoC

does not suffer from this inconvenient. The Corona architecture [25],

[2] follows a Multi-Write-Single-Read implementation that requires

arbitration to manage write conflicts. Arbitration is not required in

ORNoC. The Firefly architecture [21] extends the prior work by

proposing the implementation of reservation-assisted SWMR buses.

The main objective is to reduce the power consumption of optical

communications by using an initialization packet in charge of turning-

on data receiver resources. As a drawback, extra-latency is required

compared to the SWMR technique and the network throughput

rapidly decreases with the token round-trip latency [20]. FlexiShare

architecture [20] reduces this drawback by allowing the injection

of a new token each cycle (token stream arbitration). In contrast,

ORNoC does not require arbitration. Only [8] and [3] consider

contention-free ONoC, but they do not consider any method to

reduce the implementation complexity when total connectivity is not

required. The cores of an ATAC processor [13], [23] are connected

via an electrical and an optical network. The optical network is

used for global broadcasting. Its topology is most similar to the

proposed ORNoC, however, the contention-free property is based

only on WDM, while in ORNoC it is based on both WDM and

wavelengths reuse. Moreover, ATAC does not support simultaneous

communications between one source and multiple destinations, unless

it is broadcast of the same message. Our approach has the potential

for fewer waveguides/wavelengths.

III. SYSTEM AND ORNOC ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the overall architecture proposed in this work

and the ORNoC network. We distinguish the optical portion from

the electrical portion of the architecture. The electrical portion is

composed of a set of computing nodes interconnected through a NoC

while the optical part integrates the ORNoC network (i.e. including

on-chip lasers, waveguides, etc.). We assume that nodes in electrical

portion are grouped into clusters, in 2D scenario, and into electrical

layers, in 3D scenario. In both scenarios, the optical portion is placed

on a dedicated layer.Two types of communications are distinguished:

• intra-cluster/intra-layer communications are used for data trans-

fers between the nodes situated within the same electrical

cluster/layer

• inter-cluster/inter-layer communications are used for data trans-

fers between nodes of different electrical clusters/layers.

The ORNoC is dedicated to inter-cluster/inter-layer type of com-

munications. This communication requires a routing composed of

three main steps: (1) the electrical routing from the source node

to appropriate Optical Network Interface (ONI), (2) the optical

routing and (3) the electrical routing from the ONI to the destination

node. The inter-cluster/inter-layer transceiver communication starts

when an ONI receives a data and a destination ID. The data is

serialized and the appropriate CMOS driver circuit then modulates

the current flowing through the microresonator. The intensity of light

emission is modulated according to the data bit values, achieving the

electro-optical conversion. The signal enters into the ORNoC, gets

routed inside it, and is finally received by a receiver’s ONI. In the

receiver ONI, the photodetector starts the opto-electronic conversion

by converting a flow of photons into a photocurrent. An analog signal

gets transmitted to the CMOS receiver circuit that converts the analog

signal to a digital one, which is then deserialized. Data is finally

injected into the electrical NoC and it is transmitted to the destination

node.

In the following sections, we present details of ORNoC, where all

of ONI in different clusters are able to communicate with each other

(i.e. full connectivity).

A. Global View

The principle of ORNoC is illustrated using an example shown in

Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows 8 ONIs (A, B, etc.) connected with a

single waveguide. The unmatched feature of ORNoC is that the same

wavelength may be used on a single waveguide to concurrently realize

multiple communications, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). In this repre-

sentation, the single (physical) waveguide is represented as multiple

(virtual) rings, each one being associated to a given wavelength. In the

figure, 6 rings are represented, meaning that 6 different wavelengths

can be used. For example, we may use λ1, shown in the smallest

ring in the Figure 1(b), to realize communications: from ONIA to

ONIB , from ONIB to ONIC , etc. When considering only λ1, the

portion p1 of the waveguide is used exclusively for ONIA to ONIB

communication. However, because of WDM, many signals with other

wavelengths may be used to realize other communications on the

same portion of the waveguide. In the shown example, λ3, shown in

blue on the second ring, is used to realize communication between

ONIA and ONID .

(a) Physical view (b) Virtual view

Fig. 1. Example of ORNoC highlignting multiplexed wavelengths imple-
menting connections.

In general, the use of WDM allows multiple communications in

the waveguide, at the same time. However, due to the technological

constraints there is an upper bound for the number of wavelengths



that may be multiplexed. Therefore, we may use multiple waveguides

and different directions of rotation to provide sufficient number

of communication channels while conforming to the technological

restrictions that limit the number of wavelength and waveguides.

B. Electrical Portion of ONI

Aside of the serializing data and modulating the signal, electrical

portion of ONI transmitter is in charge with selecting an appropriate

wavelength-waveguide pair to be used. We propose an architecture

where a wavelength-waveguide pair is statically determined based on

the destination. The details of this mapping are shown in Section V.

On the transmitter side, after analog-to-digital signal conversion

and deserialization, the data is stored in a buffer that is dedicated

to the particular wavelength. The buffers might become a bottleneck

of the system. A simple solution for the buffer overflow is to have

the overflow detected and an appropriate message sent to the sender.

This can be done at a protocol level and will be investigated in future

works.

C. Optical Portion of ONI

The optical portion of ONI is shown in Figure 2. ONI’s receiver

and transmitter parts consist of sets of nr and nt microresonators,

respectively, each set characterized by its resonance wavelengths: λri,

for receiver and λtj , for transmitter part. In the receiver part, as

shown in the figure, trajectory of the signal depends on the value

of the signal’s wavelength λs. Therefore, we define two modes of

operation on receiver part:

• ejection: when λs = λri (i = 0, . . . nr − 1), the signal will

couple into the microresonator, with the same wavelength as the

signal, and then couple out into the perpendicular waveguide

(e.g. signals with λb and λg shown in blue and green in the

figure).

• pass through: when λs 6= λri (i = 0, . . . nr −1), the signal will

propagate along the same (ring’s) waveguide. The red signal (i.e.

λr) illustrates this operation.

Transmitter part adds one more state to ONI’s functionality:

• inject: once data reaches ONI, a driver and modulator couple

in the signal into an appropriate microresonator, which then

couples it out to the waveguide (e.g. signals with λg and λp,

shown in green and purple in the figure).

(a) Physical view (b) Virtual view

Fig. 2. Microresonators in optical portion of the ONI.

The proposed ONI architecture allows reuse of the same wave-

length to realize multiple communications in the same waveguide,

at the same time. For instance, in the example shown in Figure 1,

the same wavelength may be used to realize the communication

ONIA → ONIB , as well as the communication ONIB → ONIC ,

etc. The wavelength reuse translates into smaller overall number of

wavelengths used in the system and, therefore in better scalability.

D. Use of Multiple Rings

The ORNoC contention-free property is made possible through

the use of multiple wavelengths, both in WDM and wavelength

reuse context. However, the number of wavelengths is currently

technologically limited (e.g. 16), which may restrict the architecture

scalability. In order to support large scale architectures, ORNoC

supports the use of multiple rings. Each ring is independent, therefore

the same set of wavelengths can be reused for each ring. The

layout for the multi-ring topology allows for lower power losses,

because there are no waveguide crossings. Moreover, our network

has statically determined paths, so we can fine tune the on-chip laser

output power to fit the requirements, while in Corona [25], [2] a

worst case output power needs to be used for all the off-chip laser

sources.

IV. ORNOC USE SCENARIOS

In this section, we present a 2D typical ORNoC use scenario and

a more prospective 3D one.

A. 2D Context

In the 2D context, we propose a hierarchical network topology,

similar to Firefly architecture [21], where cores are grouped in

clusters. The cores within the cluster are connected using electrical

network and they communicate with each other via the electrical

network (intra-cluster communication). The nodes from different

clusters are connected with ORNoC (inter-cluster communication).

The layout of the proposed architecture for 3×3 clusters configuration

is shown in Figure 3(b). The layout is fairly regular; this allows

for automatic place-and-route and straightforward loss estimation.

Moreover, the waveguide forming ring does not have any crossings,

has relatively small number of bends connected with otherwise

straight-line waveguides.

Assuming that each cluster is connected to the ORNoC through a

single ONI (i.e. for 3×3 clusters architecture, 9 ONIs are used), we

define a Connectivity Matrix (CM). The Figure 3(b) illustrates the

connectivity values for the CM of the system shown in Figure 3(a).

Rows and columns of CM contain source ONIs and target ONIs,

respectively. If the communication is possible the value is ’1’,

otherwise it is ’0’. Since a full connectivity scenario is considered

and self communications (e.g. ONIA to ONIA) are avoided, only

the top-left to bottom-right diagonal contains ’0’ values.

(a) Layout representation (b) Connectivity matrix

Fig. 3. 2D architecture.

B. 3D Context

Figure 4(a) illustrates the proposed 3D architecture integrating

ORNoC. It is composed of a set of stacked electrical layers and

one optical layer. All electrical layers are connected to the optical

layer using electrical vertical TSVs (Through Silicon Vias [14])



that upload and download the data between electrical and optical

layers. Similarly to the 2D scenario, the cores in electrical layers are

interconnected with electrical NoC while ORNoC is used for inter-

layer communications. However, we also assume that each layer may

have multiple accesses to the ORNoC.

As an example, we consider a 3D architecture with 2 layers and

4 (i.e. 2×2) ONIs per layer. The resulting CM is represented in

Figure 4(b). ONIs located on the same layer never communicate with

each other using the ORNoC (value ’0’ in CM).

(a) Layout representation (b) Connectivity matrix

Fig. 4. 3D architecture.

V. METHODOLOGY FOR DESIGNING EFFICIENT ORNOC

In order to design an efficient and feasible ORNoC we propose

a design methodology that takes into account design constraints and

design/connectivity requirements.

A. Design Methodology: Algorithm

The objective of proposed design methodology is to customize

a generic ORNoC architecture for a given scenario by providing

sufficient number of rings (i.e. waveguides) for supporting all the

communications in a contention-free manner. Additionally, the num-

ber of rings must be minimized for power consumption and layout

constraints purposes. For this purpose, we need to efficiently use

available wavelengths on each portion of a ring.

We propose an algorithm that performs wavelength assignment and

builds a custom ORNoC structure according to given requirements:

The inputs of the algorithm are: the maximum number of

wavelengths per ring (max wl), the number of ONI per cluster

(oni per cluster), and the number of layers (layers). In 2D scenario,

the number of layer equals one, where in 3D scenario, we consider

having a single cluster on each layer, and therefore the number

of ONIs on it is the value of oni per cluster. An element in

the CM represents a communication between source-target couple.

Each element has five fields: connectivity, ring, portion, wl and

processed. The connectivity field equals ’1’ if corresponding source

and target communicate via ORNoC (these values were discussed in

Section IV), ring, portion and wl point to ring, portion of the ring and

wavelength that are used to realize communication between source

and target, while processed denotes that ring, portion and wl values

have been assigned to the element.

Function populate connectivity values deduces value of connec-

tivity field: in 2D scenario, we assume full connectivity, while in 3D

scenario, we assume that only inter-layer communications are realized

via ORNoC. Results of these assignments are shown in Figure 3(b)

and Figure 4(b). Note that any other communication scenario may

be handled with our methodology, which would require that the

connectivity values are provided by a designer. Once the connectivity

Algorithm 1: Generate ORNoC

Data: max wl, oni per cluster, layers

Result: configured ORNoC

1 CM ← populate connectivity values(max wl, oni per cluster);

2 while exists CM.element.processed = false do

3 ring ← create ring(max wl); // alternate clockwise and

counterclockwise rotation

4 forall the unprocessed CM.element do

5 if CM.element.connectivity = 1 then

6 p[]← ring.get portions(CM.element);

7 forall the wavelength wl do

8 if wl available on all the portions then

9 CM.element.ring ← ring;

10 CM.element.portion[] ← p[];
11 CM.element.wl ← wl;

12 CM.element.processed ← true;

13 forall the portions of the communication path do

14 p[i].wl.used← true; // mark the

wavelength wl as no more available

on the set of ring portions

15 end

16 break;

17 end

18 end

19 else

20 CM.element.processed ← true;

21 end

22 end

23 end

values are obtained, the algorithm iterates in order to associate a

communication path (i.e. a ring, a portion and a wavelength) to

each element in CM (lines 2-23). Function ring.get portions starts

by considering use of only a single ring: we first consider short-

range communications (ONI located close to each other on a ring)

then longer-range ones. Once we identify the path (i.e. a set of ring

portions p[]), we search for an available wavelength (lines 7-8). If

the search finds an available wavelength, the wavelength is reserved,

and the ring, portion and the wavelength values of CM.element are

populated. The element is also marked as processed. Once all the

elements have been evaluated for a given ring, we check if another

ring is necessary: if not, the process stops, otherwise a ring is

added and all the non-processed elements are reconsidered. Note that,

for multiple rings, we alternate the use of clockwise and counter-

clockwise rotation ring in order to minimize the communication

length, and thus the power consumption.

B. Design Methodology: Example

This section presents an example of wavelength assignment for

a 3D architecture with 2 layers and 4 (i.e. 2×2) ONIs per layer

(Figure 4(a)). The CM for this scenario is given in Figure 4(b).

We also consider a maximum of 6 wavelengths per waveguide.

Our algorithm is able to provide all required communications using

only 2 waveguides. Figure 5(a) and 5(c) show the virtual view of

waveguides where the communications are realized in clockwise and

counter-clockwise directions, respectively. The waveguide illustrated

in Figure 5(a) was firstly used to manage the communications; as a

consequence, its ring portions are more intensively used compared to

the second waveguides (in the latter, the largest circle is empty, thus a

wavelength is not used). Figure 5(b) and 5(d) represent corresponding

wavelength assignment portion on CM for two waveguides, showing

that all the communications are correctly managed. The value of

each node in CM gives the wavelength (i.e. the circle in the virtual

representation) used to perform the communication.



(a) Virtual view (b) Wavelength matrix

(c) Virtual view (d) Wavelength matrix

Fig. 5. ORNoC with double ring a-b) virtual view for clockwise rotation
waveguide and corresponding wavelenght assignment c-d) virtual view of sec-
ond waveguide with counter-clockwise rotation and corresponding waveguide
assignment.

VI. CASE STUDY

We evaluated the efficiency of the ORNoC architecture and im-

plemented the methodology for its automated design. We study the

required number of waveguides as a function of the number of

nodes, for different values of maximum number of wavelengths

per waveguide. We use values 8, 10, 16 and 24 for the maximum

number of wavelengths per waveguide in all the experiments. This

choice is conform to the existing technology: for 5nm lithography

and 90nm technology, for wavelengths between 1557-1583nm and

microresonator radii from 1.0-2.5µm, waveguide with 16 multiplexed

wavelengths have been fabricated [18], [26], [9]. This value is de-

pendent on free spectral range (spacing between consecutive resonant

frequencies: 50 nm), quality factor of a microresonator (500-800) and

variability. It is projected that in near future, 24 wavelengths would

be realistic implementation option.

A. 2D Context

Figure 6(a) shows the evolution of the number of required waveg-

uides for 2D use scenario. We vary the number of clusters for

this architecture: 4, 9, 16, 25 and 36. Please note that 4 clusters

represent 2×2 scenario, 9 are 3×3, etc. The number of waveguides,

as expected, increases with the increase of the number of clusters.

The rate of increase of the number of wavelengths is biggest for the

wavelength constraint that equals 8, and reaches 66 for 36 clusters. It

worth to note that state-of-the-art SoC have up to hundred of cores,

most of the proposed architectures suggest using 64 wavelengths and

order of hundred of waveguides [25], [21], [8]. Indeed, the higher

the number of tolerated wavelengths; the more communication paths

can be multiplexed using the WDM technique.

Even though exact comparison is not possible, due to the different

assumptions about how the networks operate, let us mention some
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Fig. 6. Number of waveguides for different architecture configurations.

of the previously proposed architectures, alongside ORNoC. For

connecting 64 (8×8) clusters Clos [8] optical network uses 64

waveguides, with total of 128 wavelengths. Corona [2] architecture

is able to connect 256 (4×64) cores, using 4*64 waveguides for

the crossbar and additional 1 waveguide for broadcast, with 64

wavelengths. For the same configuration, 4×64 and a constraint of

64 wavelengths, ORNoC requires only 26 waveguides.

B. 3D Context

We present the evolution of the number of waveguides as a

function of the number of nodes for different maximum number of

wavelengths in case of 2 and 4 electrical layers architecture.

Figure 6(b) and 6(c) show the number of waveguides required

for ORNoC using 2 and 4 layers, respectively, for different number

of ONIs per layer: 4, 9, 16, 25 and 36. In both cases, the number

of waveguides increases with the number of layers and the number

of nodes per layer. The rate of increase is faster for more stringent

wavelength constraint: for maximum of 8 wavelengths per waveguide,

and for 36 ONIs per each layer, ORNoC requires 132 and 794



waveguides, for 2 and 4 layers, respectively. This is the total number

of waveguides required for partial connectivity between 72 (2 layers)

or 144 (4 layers) ONI. In case of more realistic scenario, where a

maximum of 16 wavelengths is allowed, only 66 and 398 waveguides

are required, while for 24 wavelengths, the number of waveguides

drops further to 44 and 264, for 2 and 4 layers, respectively.

Furthermore, if we consider 64 wavelengths allowed per waveg-

uide, such as used in Corona and ATAC architecture, in order to

connect 36 nodes per layer, the required number of waveguide would

be 18 and 102, for 2 and 4 layer architectures, respectively. Another

common design choice would be to form multiple clusters on a layer.

If we consider 9 nodes per cluster and 36 clusters per layer, total of

1296 nodes on 4 layers could be connected with only 398, 264 and

102 waveguides, in case of 16, 24 and 64 wavelengths, respectively.

Therefore, we may conclude that ORNoC allows for small number of

waveguides, and it also shows potential for even further reduction in

the number of waveguides with the advances of the optical on-chip

technology.

VII. CONCLUSION

We propose ORNoC, a contention-free Optical NoC and its design

methodology. The unmatched feature of ORNoC is that the same

wavelength can be used to realize multiple communications on the

same waveguide, at the same time, with no arbitration required.

The proposed design methodology implements automatic wavelength-

/waveguide assignment. We show that our network scales well with

both large 2D and 3D architectures and our design methodology

efficiently exploits the novel ORNoC architecture. Using ORNoC

architecture and its design methodology we efficiently connect not

only hundreds of processing elements, as in state-of-the-art SoC,

but also thousand of processing elements, that are predicted for the

near future. Our experiments show that the proposed architecture

is capable of connecting 1296 nodes with only 102 waveguides, in

case of 64 wavelengths per waveguide, making it valuable asset for

current and future SoC designs with optical interconnect. Our future

work includes power loss modeling and estimation for the ORNoC

and investigate influence of errors in optical interconnect on overall

system reliability.
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